Range

Reception desks
A welcoming reception promotes excellent relations.

The reception desk plays a key role in a company’s lobby or showroom, in offices where customers are received, as an information point in open spaces or as a counter in doctors’ surgeries or law firms’ offices. It extends a welcome to visitors and represents the corporate culture, yet is also a workplace with ergonomic requirements. The range of reception desks from Sedus offers everything you could ever need, and as such is able to perform both these functions to perfection.

Design: Formwelt Industriedesign
Appreciation you can see and feel.

With quality you can see and materials that are pleasant to the touch, the reception desk’s simple refined design conveys a real sense of appreciation to the visitor. Its clear expression of form and functional design features intuitively draw people to the correct contact point.

Weightless. The desk gives the impression of floating. The impact-resistant aluminium base board enhances the elegant look.

Straight lines. The characteristic design element of the front of the desk is the horizontal aluminium groove with shadow gap, which breaks up the form of the carcass.
Versatility always makes an impression.

One of the strengths of the Sedus reception desk is its great versatility. The intelligent basic module, combined with various features and designs, facilitates an entire array of solutions with little effort, both within budget and in line with requirements. It consistently adheres to the principles of Sedus Place 2.5 and ensures that people feel at ease, whether behind or in front of the desk.
Stylish. The accent lighting adds to the visual quality and sets off the contours of the add-ons.

Elegant. The design options for the add-ons are varied in both feel and look; for example, with a Softtouch finish and leather effect.
An individual touch for every corporate culture.

At Sedus, we incorporate your individuality into our framework. This starts with a solid unit as the base, which conveys a real sense of integrity. The base unit can then be customised with a range of various lengths and four contours: curved or boat shape, with height gradation or straight.

The metal, MDF, laminate or real wood veneer add-ons are available in different shapes. Then there is a large selection of colours and coatings. With all this choice, no two reception desks need ever be identical.

Straight Line. An imposing style, where the angular, emphatic lines echo the reduced, clear colour scheme.
Vivid Highlights. Modern materials in elegant black and grey predominate, livened up by counterpoints of strong accent colours.

Natural Balance. Natural lightness, pale wood, bright colours; harmoniously set off with carefully positioned accents in fresh greens.
Attractive workplace with optimal visibility and inbuilt well-being.

The reception should appear open and communicative to visitors. On the other hand, employees require a fully fledged work area which is not entirely visible. The well-conceived functionality of Sedus reception desks balances these dual needs.

All neat and tidy. Sedus mobile pedestals offer personal storage space, in matching materials and looks.
Organised. Various accessories for storage and personal work organisation can be attached to an optional functional rail.

Networked. Cable outlets facilitate trouble-free cable management in line with requirements.

Adjustable. The desks can be fixed to one of three different heights on installation.

Functional. The straight or L-shaped integrated table and its simple cable management concept create a fully equipped workstation.

Powered. The option ally integrated power point enables direct access to electricity and data.

Connected. The vertical cable guide down to the floor box provides connection to utilities.

Out of sight. All electricity and data cables are housed in the cable dumps underneath the table.

Organised. Various accessories for storage and personal work organisation can be attached to an optional functional rail.
The range at a glance.

Several different base shapes and various add-ons are available to choose from. The carcass, consisting of front and side panels, is available in two basic colours. People tend to touch reception desks, so it is important that they have a pleasant feel as well as visual appeal. To ensure that these properties last, the materials must also be extremely robust and hard-wearing. All modules meet these requirements.

### Carcass colours

- A14 pure white
- K70 graphite black
- Anodised aluminium

### Profile strips

### Straight front panel (Height 1085)

```
1600/1850  1800/2050  2400/2650  3200/3450  4000/4250
```

### High to low front panel (Height 1085/935)

```
2400/2650  3200/3450  4000/4250
```

### Boat-shaped front panel (Height 1085)

```
1800/2200  3200/3600
```

### Curved front panel (Height 1085)

```
1800/2200  3200/3600
```

### Side panel (Examples, shown from above)

- short/short
- long/short
- long with extension/short
- long/long
- long with extension/long
- long with extension/long with extension
Notes: The inverse of the depicted examples is available in the high to low and curved front panels; also for the two saddle-shaped add-ons. The metal add-ons are optionally available in the colours R22 and R24 with Softtouch finish in leather effect.
The desktop finishes are also available for the integrated desktops.
Companies, people and the environment all benefit.

Sedus is committed to transforming working in an office into a profitable experience for all, for the benefit of both companies and their employees. This mission statement is laid down in the corporate policy and encompasses all of the aspects which are so vitally important for office work.

Place 2.5 stands for the new office culture of productive well-being. The concept is based on perfect ergonomics, functionality and working conditions. Design, light, acoustics, atmosphere and air are just some of the other elements. The result is office environments designed to enhance well-being, in which people like to work and are therefore more productive.

Sedus’ thinking is holistic and customer-oriented: companies today require not just office furniture but needs-orientated solutions for efficient working processes. What they want is future-proof office working environments that are consistent with the corporate culture. Sedus delivers just that with its comprehensive, flexible product range and with its individual consulting and planning services.

Quality and sustainability have been the cornerstone of Sedus’ success for more than 50 years now. In addition to working in a way that conserves resources, designing products which are recyclable, using ecologically tested materials and being energy-aware in its manufacturing, Sedus pursues one thing above all else: product quality that lasts, because that’s what is best for the environment.

For further information, visit www.sedus.com